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oe S/e/o4 : 
"Barly this morning i vent over the Ebersole appear: nce before the House asaagaina 

: medical panel and found it very useful. Because I preserve all official records exactly 
as I receive them for archival purposes I put a paperclip on each page and made copies 
for the writing I plan, an addi tionww ee book NEVER AGAIN! t that as the last word I got 

Will be published in September. “hile tnis takes more time I want such records to be 
oe -pristhne. ‘So, aside from again thanking you I would like to know, for purposes of adding 

to thse records, if you got them and if so about when. Also, whose notes are on the first 
coypl:: of pages? Were they there when disclosed, i.e., the committee's? If you did not 

0 <n I'd like to have the same {fi6ormation about your surce and I'd then say thru 
Youc But I do want the proper credit r= corded for the future when I can do thate dud he Ne bart, 

What I found that confirms what I've said includes that the family did not impise 
any autoney limitations. You'll see the special ‘significane in this when that book is out. 

¥ =) €lso, as I published in Post Mortem and add to in the new “book, that fumes lied in telling 
~ the @ommission that he did not know of ‘the anterior neck wound until Saturday &eMe when 
he first phoned Perry. Le tur 

4t several points there are references to Ebersole's lack of experience in that 
Kind of radiology (remember the crack about his ability - in an interview I referred to 

= in writing you yaterdgy?) and the presence of artifacts and how they: are reflected in 
= the Lrayst,+ his. is the kind of thing I was getting to in the caution for Mentik, If he C4 

has not done so I hope he'll go over this as his own devil's advocate. 
There were ty me some amazi disclosures about their confept of a full autopsy. No 

Kerays except in the search of a bullet! 
Be ss The Secret Service insistence on them is also interestigg, important, as also is 
Sits insistence on duplicating tiem. I am punpeuee to believe that the unnamed mans - 
@ Kellerman, s : Ts ae ee set 

Nat that sayihine = new Ha ‘was Eeeclk Heist’ toy it but this again proves the phoniness 
of the basis of “ifton's theorye &s some of tne other records of interviews also do. 

_I'11 get to the * ‘inck appearance before that panel in the morning before I write 
_anything about this but I've written to the publisher recommending an Xfterword.Ba~ 

: cause this come from an autopsy participant I think it carries More weight. 

Again thanks, ; Mp 
Do you recall whether any Commission records 

reflecting that Specter questioned Ebersole have been disclosed? 

Or whether the II:CA panel's report includes any of ‘this? That long 

since + read it. ly recollection is that it does note 
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